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Abstract
In most approaches to graph grammars the formal description of their behaviour
is based on a derivation relation between graphs Graph grammar processes may
then be constructed from derivation sequences However one may also follow an
alternative approach considering a graph grammar directly as the generator of a
language of process objects as was done in earlier work about ESM graph rewriting
In this paper the relation between the two approaches is claried using results about
the composition and decomposition of ESM processes It is shown that processes
in the usual sense correspond to a special case of general ESM process objects The
use of these general process objects is illustrated by an application of ESM graph
rewriting to the modeling of parallel objectoriented systems
 Summary
ESM systems generalize Actor Grammars which are a graph rewriting model
of Actor systems The basic idea is that a conguration of the system con
sidered can be described in a natural way by a graph and that the dynamic
behaviour of the system can be modeled by local transformations of those
conguration graphs
In most research about graph grammars the formal description of their
behaviour is based on the notion of a derivation relation  between graphs
and processes may then be constructed from derivation sequences In this pa
per an alternative approach is presented for ESM systems a graph grammar
is viewed as a generator of a language of process objects called computation
structures A computation structure belongs to the language of an ESM sys
tem P if it can be built from occurrences of productions of P  It has been
demonstrated that the so obtained semantics is compositional with respect
to the union of grammars if one equips each computation structures with a
condition restricting the way it may occur as part of a larger computation
In this paper it is shown that the notion of a conditional computation
structure may be considerably simplied while the main composition and
decomposition results remain valid These results are illustrated by an ap
plication of the ESM approach to the description of parallel objectoriented
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systems It is demonstrated that object identities may be introduced into
the model and that object classes may be viewed as subsystems ie sets of
productions the union of which yields the combined system The general de
composition result for conditional computation structures is used to show that
each computation of the combined system can be decomposed into a number
of interacting sequential behaviours of individual objects
In the last section the relationship between conditional computation struc
tures and derivation sequences is claried Firstly a characterization is given
of those conditional computation stuctures that represent rewriting processes
in the usual sense ie the application of a number of production occurrences
starting from a given graph without any further conditions They are called
standalone computation structures The composition and decomposition re
sults are used to show that each standalone computation structure corre
sponds to a class of derivation sequences and that each derivation sequence
determines a standalone computation structure

